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Abstract
It is proved that the cosmological density perturbation is associated with
a peculiar velocity eld. This allows a simple formulation of cosmological per-
turbation theory, which works entirely with quasi-Newtonian uid ow equa-
tions. As an illustration, the large scale microwave background anisotropy
(Sachs-Wolfe eect) is calculated without any reference to the metric pertur-
bation. With the usual adiabatic initial condition on the density perturbation,
its dipole measures our peculiar velocity relative to the average peculiar ve-
locity within the last scattering surface of the microwave background.





The concept of a peculiar velocity eld plays a central role in Newtonian cosmology. On
large scales it is related to the density perturbation by cosmological perturbation theory,
and the POTENT reconstruction [1] of it from redshift and distance observations promises
to be one of the most signicant advances or recent years. Another very signicant quantity
is the microwave background anisotropy. Its dipole part was observed a long time ago [2,3],
and last year the long awaited detection of its non-dipole part was announced by the COBE
experiment [4]. This letter reports new work which, among other things, claries the relation
between the peculiar velocity eld and the microwave background anisotropy. In particular,
it is proved that the peculiar velocity eld can be dened even in the relativistic regime.
This letter is necessarily brief, with emphasis on the Newtonian analogy, full results being
reported elsewhere [5,6]. We use the covariant uid ow approach to general relativity [7], in
which one bypasses the metric tensor to work directly with the curvature tensor: this allows a
simple treatment of perturbations [8{10], even permitting a coordinate-free, gauge invariant
description [10{12]. The universe is regarded as a uid, taken here to be perfect, and
a comoving observer measures by denition zero momentum density, energy density  and
pressure p. At a given spacetime point one can use locally inertial coordinates y

in which the
uid is instantaneously at rest. Then [13] the uid 4-velocity u

at (innitesimally) nearby













. The velocity gradient can be uniquely decomposed into an antisymmetric
vorticity !
ij
, a symmetric traceless shear 
ij










The unperturbed universe is isotropic around each comoving observer, in particular the
acceleration, shear and vorticity all vanish. Since the vorticity vanishes there exist hyper-
surfaces of simultaneity, orthogonal to the uid worldlines. Isotropy about every comoving
observer implies that these hypersurfaces are homogeneous; on them , p and H are position-
independent, and so is the proper time t along a uid worldline, starting from one of the
hypersurfaces. Making the assumption of critical density H
2
= (8G=3), the hypersurfaces
are at and one can dene on them coordinates x
i
which are xed along each uid worldline




are Cartesian coordinates (the generalisation to non-critical
density is straightforward [6]). The scale factor, dened by aH = da=dt, is normalised to 1
at the present epoch.
Newtonian physics is valid after matter domination, on scales much smaller than the
Hubble distance H
 1
. In this case there is a well dened uid velocity u, and a peculiar
velocity eld v related to it by
u(r)  u(0) =

Hr+ v(r)  v(0) ; (2)
where r is the displacement from our position (or that of any other comoving observer), and












These expressions dene v up to a constant, which can be chosen so that the average of v









































where H is the perturbation in the expansion, while the shear 
ij
does not carry any new








(x; t) =  tr (x) : (7)
Now consider the relativistic regime. In the presence of perturbations, the special coor-
dinates t and x
i
do not exist, but any rst order approximation to them may be used to
describe the perturbations, with an error of only second order. First order perturbations








, and let an
overdot denote dierentiation with respect to t at xed x. Writing each perturbation f(x; t)
as a Fourier series in a comoving box much bigger than the region of interest, modes with
dierent wave-vector k=a decouple in the equations. A mode is said to `enter the horizon'




200Mpc this occurs after matter-domination.
Because they are time dependent, perturbations in , p and H have to be dened with
respect to a slicing of spacetime into spacelike hypersurfaces [15], which become homoge-
neous in the unperturbed limit. On each hypersurface we split  into an average plus a
perturbation,  =  + , and similarly for p, H. We are now going to show that the slic-
ing can be chosen so that there exists a relativistic generalization of Eq. (3) which denes




. This relativistic generalization of the
Newtonian concept of peculiar velocity is the central result of this letter.
If the vorticity does not vanish there are no hypersurfaces orthogonal to the uid world-
lines, but Eq. (4) denes [14,16] a unique v
T
. Then we can dene modied uid worldlines
which at each spacetime point have velocity  v
T
with respect to a comoving observer.
These worldlines have zero vorticity, so there exist hypersurfaces orthogonal to them, called
comoving hypersurfaces, on which we dene , p and H.




, , p and H can be derived [8{10] from the Einstein
eld equation, together with the Ricci identity acting on the 4-velocity u

















(The left hand side is the derivative perpendicular to the uid worldlines, whereas the
rst term alone is the derivative perpendicular to the modied worldlines, i.e., within the
comoving hypersufaces). As we now show, this equation is equivalent to Eq. (3) in the
Newtonian limit, and gives the desired generalisation of it in the relativistic regime. We
start with the fact that any traceless symmetric tensor eld may be decomposed uniquely





















































any scalar eld H may [14] be written uniquely in the form Eq. (5). Then, using Eqs. (4),







































































Thus, in the relativistic regime there is a well dened longitudinal peculiar velocity
v
L




, related by Eq. (10). The
dierence is a purely relativistic eect (the dragging of inertial frames) and one veries from
Eq. (10) that it disappears in the Newtonian regime aH=k  1.
The symmetric, traceless, transverse term 
T
ij
directly represents the eect on matter
motion of gravitational waves, a degree of freedom absent in Newtonian physics.




, , p and H are propogation equations,
that in the Newtonian limit are equivalent to the usual uid ow equations. One of them [11]
involves only the vorticity !
ij





means that it is negligible. The others are [9],












After matter domination they lead to the Newtonian expressions Eqs. (6) and (7), even on
scales aH=k  1 where Newtonian physics does not apply.
The constraint equation and the three evolution equations completely determine the




related to the traceless transverse part h
TT
ij

























= 0 : (14)
Well before horizon entry, each Fourier component h
TT
ij
(t;k) has some constant value A
ij
(k)
(ignoring a decaying mode). Well afterwards, it oscillates as a standing wave with am-
plitude decreasing like a
 1











































In general there is no reason why the ratio should not be large at horizon entry, in which
case the gravitational waves could still be important well after horizon entry. However, if
 and A
ij





















(dens) at the present epoch, amply justifying its
neglect when v
L
is deduced from large scale galaxy surveys.
To demonstrate the utility of Eq. (11), we now use it [5] to calculate the Sachs-Wolfe eect
[21], which is normally written in terms of the metric perturbation, and describes part of the
anisotropy of the microwave background. This anisotropy is dened as the angular variation
in the intensity of the background at xed wavelength , and is usually specied by giving
the equivalent variation (e)  T=T in the temperature T of the blackbody distribution,
where e is a unit vector pointing in the direction of observation. Some anisotropy 
em
(e) is
already present on a comoving hypersurface just after last scattering, and the Sachs-Wolfe
eect describes the additional anisotropy acquired on the journey towards us, to rst order
in the perturbations. The Sachs-Wolfe eect is due entirely to the anisotropy of the redshift
of the microwave background, since the distortion of its trajectory (gravitational lensing) is
a second order eect.
Consider a photon passing a succession of comoving observers. Its trajectory is dr=dt =




















where the rst term is due to the average expansion, and the second is due to the relative
peculiar velocity of the observers. Integrating this expression gives the redshift of radiation

























is the coordinate distance of the last scattering surface, and the integra-



















The symmetric part of Eq. (11) gives the various contributions to the Sachs-Wolfe eect.
The transverse peculiar velocity w
T
is presumably absent, and we have nothing new to say
about the gravitational wave contribution. This leaves v
L
, which after integrating by parts








)    (0)] +












e, and for clarity v
L
is denoted by v.
A better expression follows if one uses the divergence theorem and Eq. (18) to project
out the dipole part of  (x
em












































) is negligible compared with  , and with the usual adiabatic initial





























is our present peculiar velocity relative to that of everything inside the last scat-
tering surface.
The last term in this expression is the dipole, and denes for the rst time the rest frame
of the cosmic microwave background (in linear theory with the adiabatic initial condition).
It is simply the frame at rest with respect to the average peculiar velocity of everything
within the last scattering surface. Of course this result corresponds roughly to the intuitive
idea that a distant density perturbation will aect the matter and the microwave background
almost equally [22].
Although the above application of the peculiar velocity concept is amusing, it is far from
being the most important aspect of our work and we end by briey explaining the wider
picture. At present three rival descriptions of cosmological perturbation theory exist in
the literature. The `metric perturbation' formulation, originated by Lifshitz in 1946 [23],
considers the components of the metric tensor, which are related to the components of the
energy-momentum tensor in either the perfect uid approximation, or including the eects of
particle diusion and free streaming [2,20]. The equations in this approach are complicated,
though they are perfectly serviceable and have in fact been used in most of the decisive
comparisons of theory with observation. A dierent treatment, originated by Hawking [8] in
1966 but developed mostly in the last decade, is the `covariant' approach used here [5,9{12].
This approach has not been carried to the point where it makes the comprehensive contact
with observation that has been achieved within the metric perturbation approach, because
a detailed description has yet to be given of the phenomena of diusion and free streaming.
Finally, there is the `gauge invariant' approach initiated by Bardeen in 1980 [24], which
starts with the metric perturbation approach but ends by reproducing the results of the
covariant approach in so far as they have already been given, and additional results [25] which
fully account for diusion and free streaming and allow one to make the same comparisons
with observation as in the metric perturbation approach. Our new point of contact with
the gauge invariant approach is the fact that the variable v
(0)
appearing in this approach is
closely related to our peculiar velocity potential  
v
. Adding this connection to others that
are already known [11,12], all of the equations of the gauge invariant approach can now be
6
written and simply derived in the covariant approach [6]. The result is a complete description
of cosmological perturbation theory, which is simpler than either of the alternatives and
treats the Newtonian and relativistic regimes on essentially the same footing.
While this manuscript was in preparation, we became aware that a related derivation
of the Sachs-Wolfe eect was under study [26]. We are grateful to P. Coles, F. Lucchin, R.
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